
Space Opera 

Originally proposed in 1941 as a term for “hacky, grinding, stinking, outworn, spaceship yarn(s)”, Space Opera was soon redefined and 
applied to colorful, action-adventure stories, featuring interplanetary or interstellar conflict. “Space-operatic romanticism” is still an important 
part of the modern science fiction field, although currently, it is usually combined with additional elements. Authors such as Gordon R. 
Dickson (Dorsai series), Poul Anderson (Ensign Flandry), F.M. Busby (Star Rebel and sequels) and Lois McMaster Bujold (the Vorkosigan 
series) have all utilized the framework successfully. 
 
Even though the term is still considered slightly derogatory when used by detractors, it has also been claimed by afficianados to refer to any 
of the space-adventure stories that have a romantic element. Diana Tixier Herald points out in Genreflecting that ã(although) much maligned, 
space operas are, in truth, a great deal of fun. They feature almost everything one could want in a story - action, adventure, intrigue, and 
romance. (p 221) 
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Lois McMaster Bujold. Cordelia's Honor. 1999. 

 

Commander Cordelia Naismith is propelled into an adventure of survival when a Barrayan force attacks her non-

combatant scientific survey expedition. What Cordelia did not anticipate was falling in love with Lord Aral Vorkosigan, to 

whom people refer to as the "Butcher of Komarr." With treachery, deception, and a multitude of twists, the honor of 

Cordelia and Aral is severely tested. Full of humor, romance and likeable characters, Cordelia’s Honor is a joy to read. 

 

Contains two earlier published Vorkosigan Saga books, Shards of Honor and Barrayar. 

  

 

Lois McMaster Bujold. Mirror Dance. 1995. 

 

This exciting sequel to Brothers in Arms is the 1995 Hugo Award winner. Miles Naismith Vorkosigan leads a very 

complicated life. Few people realize he is both Lord Vorkosigan of Barrayar, and also Admiral Naismith, leader of the 

mercenary Dendarii. The military lords of Barrayar sent him under cover to spy on the Dendarii since Miles’ deformed 

body was an embarrassment to them at home, never dreaming he would be so successful as a mercenary. When Miles 

was a child, his enemies stole tissue from him and cloned a brother, Mark. The plan was to use him to destroy Miles and 

Barrayar, but now Mark is free and following his own agenda. He has a scheme to hijack Miles’ flagship and rescue his 

former nursery-mates from a farm that raises clones to harvest their bodies. Is this his only plan, or is Mark still bent on 

destroying Miles and assuming his identity? Is honorable Miles compromising that honor in pursuing his mercenary 

career so ruthlessly? With wit and humor Bujold juggles the engrossing plot and develops her complex characters so 

that we are sometimes left wondering where our sympathies lie, but we cannot wait to see what happens next. 

  

 

Lois McMaster Bujold. The Warrior’s Apprentice: A Miles Vorkosigan Adventure. 1997. 

 

Miles Vorkosigan of Barrayar is a man just under five feet with bones as brittle as a child’s and a mind of a warrior. A 

failed assassination attempt of poison gas on his parents while in his mother’s womb stunts Miles’ growth. The son of 

Admiral Lord Vorkosigan, Prime Minister of Barrayar has much to prove. Failing out of the Academy after sustaining two 

broken legs, Miles travels to the Beta Colony on another planet to visit with his grandmother. Along with his trusted 

liegeman, Sergeant Bothari and Bothari’s beautiful daughter, Elena, Miles begins his adventures. Entangled in a war far 

from home, Miles finds himself unexpectedly forming and commanding the Free Dendarii Mercenaries while learning that 

there’s trouble brewing for his father back home. 

 

Although this is part of a series, it can be read alone. As a non-science fiction reader, I really enjoyed this and would 

recommend it highly. With much humor, charm, and ingenuity, Miles Vorkosigan is an enjoyable character that you 

want to get to know better. 

  



 

F. M. Busby. Rissa and Tregare. 1976. 

 

Rissa Kerguelen Saga #2 

 

Rissa and her husband Bran Tregare, maintain a good marriage while dealing with planning an attack on the evil UET 

which controls Earth, protecting themselves from lethal subordinates, and their world from alien Shrakken. Characters 

are one-dimensional and plotting is confusing. To me, there was more fantasy than either science or fiction in this one. 

  

 

Debra Doyle and James D. MacDonald. The Price of the Stars. 1998. 

 

Mageworlds, vol. 1 

 

The first thing that Bekka Rosselin-Metadi does after accepting her father’s famous spaceship, the Warhammer, is die… 

Publicly that is. In order to track down her mother’s assassins, she must first lose the attention that being the newest 

Domina of Lost Entibor brings. Once reincarnated as Tarnekep Portree, a very dangerous and male “freebooter”, she 

sets off to put an end to the treason and treachery that cost her mother her life. But what starts off as a hunt for a 

couple of assassins, turns into the opening salvos of a galactic war and the question becomes not if Bekka can uncover 

the truth, but can she survive it! 

  

 

David Drake. With the Lightnings. 1998. 

 

Exiled noblewoman Adele Mundy finds a job as a librarian to the ruler of Kostroma. Along with Daniel Leary, a 

disinherited naval officer, Adele is caught up in a battle for the wealthy planet between two great powers: the Republic 

of Cinnabar and the Alliance. 

  

 

Gordon Eklund. Star Trek: Devil World. 1979. 

 

Captain Kirk et al rescue Jacob Kell at the behest of Gilla Dupree, a beautiful and talented senso-artist, or composer, 

and Jacob’s daughter. Jacob is on a planet populated by Danons, small creatures resembling miniature devils. Getting 

Jacob out proves tricky. Sparks fly between Gilla and Kirk. The rest is soap opera. 

  

 

Robert A. Heinlein. Starship Troopers. 1987. 

 

This is the story of Juan Johnnie Rico, a young man of the future, and his journey from boy to soldier. Johnnie soon 

finds himself assigned to the M.I. or Military Infantry. Hell need all his newly acquired skills as a cap trooper, for he and 

his company, are engaged in The First Interstellar War or as the M.I. refer to it, The Bug War. 

  



 

Katherine Kurtz. Legacy of Lehr. 1986. 

 

Captain Lutobo is unhappy about transporting four large, blue, psychic cats on his interstellar cruiser and so are some of 

his passengers. Fear mounts and the cats are blamed when a rash of horrible murders breaks out. But soon enough, 

one of the Lehr cats is also found brutally attacked. If not the cats, who could the murderer be? This is a suspenseful 

science fiction story that will especially appeal to young adults and fans of vampire tales. 

  

 

Elizabeth Moon. Rules of Engagement. 1998. 

 

Sequel to Once a Hero 

 

Brun is a feisty girl belonging to a very powerful family while Esmay rose from the ranks. When Brun was kidnapped by 

a repressive religious militia Esmay became a suspect. How she rescued Brun provides an exciting tale. 

  

 

David Weber. Path of the Fury. 1992. 

 

When planet-wrecking pirates attacked and plundered the frontier planet of Mathison’s World, they killed all of Alicia 

DeVries’ family before she could return to help them. Little did they know that Alicia was a highly decorated Captain in 

the Imperial Cadre—a drop commando with enhanced strength and speed. But even these advantages couldn’t help her 

survive a mortal wound – that’s when she pledged anything, everything to an ancient spirit for the strength to hunt the 

pirates down. Now, aided by Tisiphone (the last of the Furies) and Megarea (the prototype AI ship, they’ve stolen), she’s 

out for vengeance – and nothing can stop her now. 

 


